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An Eikonal Expansion in Quantum Electrodynamics*)

by M. Quirós2)

University of Geneva

(6. IV. 1976)

Abstract. The classical limit of quantum electrodynamics is studied using functional methods.
Two-point Green functions are developed in power series of o^F,^. In particular nth order spin
corrections are associated to terms coming from (oF)n. The first order spin correction is analyzed
in detail. In the limit of zero photon mass it exhibits cuts, in the complex energy plane, whose
effects are mainly concentrated on the branching points, with coefficients (log /i)-1.

1. Introduction

The relativistic eikonal formula, as a generalization of Glauber approximation [1]
in potential scattering, was obtained in the past by Levy and Sucher [2], Chang and
Ma [3] and Cheng and Wu [4] using the perturbation approach to field theory, and by
Erickson and Fried [5] and Abarbanel and Itzykson [6], among other authors, using
functional methods. All these approaches consider the limit 0 ->- 0, neglecting in this
way all possible effects coming from spin-flip amplitudes, as for instance polarization.
Spin corrections have been studied by Levy and Léger [7] in Coulomb scattering and
by this author [8] in two-body reactions using perturbative methods. All these works
regard the exchange of scalar photons in order to avoid the complications due to the
spinor-vector coupling y„. The computation of spin corrections becomes increasingly
complicated when Feynman diagrams must be added because the permutation scheme,
needed to get the factorization at a given order, becomes also more and more
complicated.

In this paper we shall use functional methods to compute spin corrections to the
relativistic eikonal formula in quantum electrodynamics.

As it is well known the serie of crossed-ladder graphs is generated by the two-point
function of an electron in the presence of an external field. In the case of quantum
electrodynamics the Green function satisfies the equation

[$ + m + ig4(x)]G(x, y\A) - i8(x - y) (1.1)

or, introducing operators Pu and X„ with canonical commutation relations,

GA -[t-im + g4(X)Y1 (1.2)

where <y\GA\Xy G(x, y\A).

*) In partial fulfilment of the requirements for the Ph.D. degree at the University of Geneva.
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From (1.2) the rationalized two-point Green function is given by

r f + im + g4(X) „"a P2 + m2 + v(X, P) + (g/2)oF(X)
y ' '

where v(X,P) gP-A(X) + gA(X)P + g2A2(X),

°uv 2i
[y*> Y-»] and Fßy 8UAV - 8yA„.

In Section 2 we shall expand (1.3) in powers of aF and compute the corresponding
contribution to the elastic fermion-fermion amplitude. We shall associate nth order
spin corrections with terms of the amplitude coming from (aF)n.

In Section 3 we shall introduce the usual classical limit and in Section 4 we shall
restrict ourselves to spin corrections only on one fermion line. The relativistic eikonal
formula is obtained as the zeroth order term in this expansion. The first-order correction

term is explicitly computed. It contains simple and double spin-flip contributions.
The limit p -> 0 (where p is the photon mass) can be analytically computed for the
double spin-flip contribution. The result is that this amplitude behaves as (log/*)-1.
The mathematics leading to this result are compiled in an Appendix. Thus, the main
result of this paper is that spin corrections do not decrease faster than (log p) 'x in the
infrared limit. This is in contrast with the behaviour in p of precedent works [7, 8].
Finally the serie of spin-non-flip contributions coming from the total serie in the limit
0 -> 0, can be formally summed up.

2. The Elastic Amplitude: An Exact Expression

Let us describe the elastic fermion-fermion reaction

eiipi, X) + e2(p2, a) -> ej(pj, A') + e'2(p'2, a') (2.1)

by means of the crossed-ladder Feynman graphs. This class of diagrams has been
shown to exhibit the property of gauge invariance [9].

The kinematical invariants are defined by

s -(Pi+p2)2 t =-(p'i - pf)2 =-q2 u -(p'x-p2)2 (2.2)

and the mass-shell conditions by p2 + m2 (p — im)u(p) 0.

The relation between the S-matrix and the Green-functions is given by the
reduction formulas [10]. In this case we can write the T-matrix element as

(-i)(2nyTya,.,Us, t)8(P, - Pf) e°Ri(pi,p'i)R2(p2,/2)L=.42=o (2.3)

where P, Pi + p2, Pf — Pi + p'2, § is the functional operator

8 D„(z-o7)—^-r (2.4)I dz da
8Ai(z) HVV ' 8A2(eo)

P

and R(p, p') is the residue of the two-point Green-function on the mass shell

R(p,p') lim ü(p')(f - imXp'\GA\Py(f - im)u(p). (2.5)

The limit in (2.5) indicates the mass-shell conditions, and the free photon propagator
in equation (2.4) is chosen in the Lorentz gauge Duv(x) 8uvD(x).
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In order to extract the two residues from (2.5) we shall use the identity [11]

Jo
(2.6)

In equation (2.5) the first term does not contribute to the connected amplitude.
Actually, U(p')(p' — im)(p'\py(f> — im)u(p) vanishes on the mass-shell if q ^ 0.
The second term will give a symmetric expression in GA by means of the identity

^-)GA -gGAr8(X-z)GA. (2.7)

Let us rationalize the Green function and expand the denominator in a power serie of
oF as

_ f + im + g4(X) S/v „, j> + im + g4(X) ,,R,°A * ~P2 + m2 + v(X,P) S{X' P) ~ S{X'P) P2 + m2 + v(X,P)
(2>b)

where

S(X,P) | (-|)V(Z,i>) (2.9)

and

<iX>F) °FiX)P2 + m21+v{x>p) (2.10)

W'V P* +m*\ V(X,P)°F™-

The only characteristic spin-dependence is given by the serie (2.9), where the electron
spin is coupled to the electromagnetic field.

In order to extract the residues from (2.5) one uses an integral representation for
the denominator in (2.8), and exp{P2 + m2} is factorized out by means of the
identities [12]

eA+B eATexp( f dse~AsBeAs\ T exp M dseAsBe~As\A (2.11)

A and B being any non-commuting operators and the symbol T(f) meaning chronological

(antichronological) ordering with respect to the integration parameter.
Using (2.7), (2.8), (2.11) and the identity

e±upf(X)e*«p f(X + 2rP) (2.12)

the residue to the left in (2.5), corresponding to the limit ü(p')(i' - im) -> 0, is given
by

Kp' | Texp I/I drv(X - 2rP, P) ü(p')

+ ^ ü(p') lim ip'\4(X + 2MP)Texp[z f drv(X - 2rP, P)] (2.13)
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and the second contribution will be negligible after taking the matrix element provided
that the function Au(x) vanishes at the infinite. Thus, only the first term in (2.13) will
survive.

The residue in (2.5) corresponding to the limit (p — im)u(p) -> 0 can be extracted
in a similar way, taking this time the antichronological ordering in (2.11). The result
for the amplitude can be written in the following way

Th-a-,As,t)= £ TW»T2(s,t) (2.14)

where the term ^ViVa contains spin effects of order n «i + n'2 + nx + n2.
Explicitly

(-l)(2nyn¥.tA*(s, t)8(P, - Pf)

W-f)"\ dxjdxi dx2D(xi - x2)(A6-Rn7H(p'x,px; xxy,x

x R#n*(p'2,p2\x2ya.aHl.M.n (2.15)
where

tn'(X,P)\xyRn'n(p',p; xy ü(p'Xp'\Texp\i f dr'v(X - 2r'P, P)

x y\x\P(X,P)fexp\i f drv(X + 2rP, P) \pyu(p) (2.16)

is the mass-shell residue of the Green function after having introduced the symmetriza-
tion (2.6-2.7). Unfortunately this expression is purely formal in the sense that ordered
exponentials are not functions defined in a closed way but only through a serie
expansion [13]. In order to have a computable amplitude one needs to introduce some
approximation, valid in a certain kinematical domain. This is the so-called eikonal or
semiclassical approximation which will be used in the following section.

3. The Classical Limit

In the region of very high-energy (very small scattering angle) one can imagine
that the reaction will happen nearly in the forward direction. Under this circumstance
one can impose a geometrical or semiclassical approximation such as

[Xu,Pj]~0 (3.1)

or, equivalently,

(x\o(p, x)\Py ~ <x\Pyo(p, x). (3.2)

In conclusion, the amplitude (2.15) is a function of P„ (operator). The approximation
(3.1) is also equivalent to expand this function around the c-number pu and keep only
the first term. Another possibility would be [6] to expand around i(p + p')u. In this
way the approximated amplitude must be dependent on the particular prescription we
have used. Nevertheless, as we shall see later, for very small values of 6 all the
expressions coincide each other.

The second approximation we shall perform, valid only in the limit of very high
energies, is the linearization of the function v(x, p)

v(x,p) ~ 2gp-A(x). (3.3)
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Under these approximations the amplitude (2.15) becomes computable and the action
of the translation operator in functional space is easily evaluated

ehöliAF[A] F[A + h]. (3.4)

Equation (3.4) is the Volterra expansion for functionals, the analogous to Taylor
expansion for functions.

Using (3.2-3.4) one can write the amplitudes Tn7n,n2n2 as

(-i)(2nyTïWA%s, t)8(P, - Pf)

£2U gf j dX j dxx dx2 exp[i(p'x - pf)xx + i(p2 - p2)x2]

x D(xx - xf) exp[iXx(xx - xff]
/»OO

x dax •

Jo
• • danFK.a.., Ka(xi, x2,X;ax,...,an; s, t, p) (3.5)

where x is the Levy-Sucher eikonal function

/•CO

X(x) ig2 drx dr2[p'xp'2D(x - rlPx + T2p'2) + p'xp2D(x - rlP'x - r2p2)
Jo

+ Pip'2D(x + rxpx + r2p'2) + pxp2D(x + rxpi - T2p2)] (3.6)

and F a very complicated function [14] whose explicit form is not important for the
moment. Let us notice, though, that a further approximation is needed in order to get
a simpler expression for the amplitude. This is the object of the following section.

4. Spin Effects on One Fermion Line

If we eliminate the oF terms coming from one of the two fermion lines, we get a
much simpler, and even explicitly computable, expression for the amplitude, as we
shall see. From the mathematical point of view this is equivalent to extract from the
serie (2.14) an infinite subserie. Indeed, such a restriction would be very appropriated
in order to study the scattering of a spinning particle by a static potential, or the limit
where the mass of the particle whose spin has been neglected goes to infinity. Let us
keep the oF effects on line 1, that is n2 n'2 0. In order to simplify the notation let
us redefine the amplitudes as

Tni'ni Tni'ni°° (4.1)

and the total scattering amplitude in this new approximation is given by

T J T™ (4.2)
n 0

Tm, 2 Tnl'"l. (4.3)
nl'»nl-0

(n1' + n1 n)

TM in (4.3) contains all the nth order spin effects that we have considered.
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Integration in (3.5) over xx + x2 gives the energy-momentum conservation
S-function, and Tn7ni can be written as

TfâUs, t) ig2Çdxjdxe^D(x)e^x\ef,x)-H(<f1'xyH'uK.(p'x)

X i^aeLaBy»y(eraeLaf)nluAPl)Ua-(P2)YuUa(P2) (4.4)

with the following definitions

tlix) dr[pxp'2D(x + Tp'2) + PiP2D(x - rpf)] (4.5)
Jo

[00 dr[p'lP'2D(x + rp'f) + p'xp2D(x - rpf)} (4.6)
- J

ntn

Laß dr[(8ap'ng - 8ßp'2f)D(x + rp'f) + (8ap2g - 8ep2f)D(x - rpf)]. (4.7)
Jo

4.1. The relativistic eikonal formula

The first term in the serie (4.2) or zeroth order term is given by

T!®.. As, t) ig21 dX J dxé"xD(x)A^uAp'i)YuuAPi)ûAP2)YuUÀP2) (4.8)

and this is nothing else than the relativistic generalization of the Glauber eikonal
amplitude [1]. This formula has been found in the perturbative approach to field theory
by Levy and Sucher [2] using linearized fermion propagators, Chang and Ma [3] with
infinite-momentum techniques and by Cheng and Wu [4] which have computed the
high-energy behaviour of Feynman integrals. Using functional methods and Green
functions computed with the aid of the old Bloch and Nordsieck [15] approximation,
this formula has also been found by Fried [16]. Our method is closer to the one used
by Abarbanel and Itzykson [6] even if we have adopted a slightly different approximation

(3.2), and different technique (2.5), to extract the residues from the Green function.
Nevertheless in the limit 8 -> 0 the two methods coincide, as it is expected, and one
gets the well-known version of (4.8) as an integral over the impact parameter.

In the limit of very small 6 and p -> 0, equation (4.8) looks like

m. Us, t) g2 (;=£)
"ir

r[) ± fr> 4-, Gv^Il + *00] (4-9)

where

g s-2m2
4tt Vs(s - 4m2)

and the spinor factor G includes all the ^-dependence.

Gi\'a'-.i\a \2jfj2 ^A'A^ff + id
2j—2 (8A7Ä'a + $r.-,\à<T-tj) + ^2g^2 ^A'ASa'ff

x [1 + 0(d)] 4.11)
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where 8 I J is the spin-flip matrix and R(p) a function bounded as

\R(p)\ < p1'2-* (0 < 8 < 1). (4.12)
tf-0

4.2. The first-order correction term

The first order spin effects are given by Tm T10 + T01, as defined by (4.3).
We get

F»(s, 0 j f dX {dxe^xD(x)A (4.13)

where A is the function

A eiXxMü(p'f) -jr CtaßEaBY* + T~ Y"aaßLaß
<Pl <Pl

u(Pi)u(p'2)yuu(p2). (4.14)

From the definition of Lae (4.7), we deduce

A(e 0) 0. (4.15)

In fact, writing

üAp^uApf) ~ g S,., (4.16)
e-.o im

and

Laß ~ </>aP2ß - 4>ßP2a UQ (4.17)
e->o

where

*. ^ (4.18)

<£(*) J" Jt£»(x - rp2) (4.19)

and using the identity

°«f> *(s«/î - YaYß) (4.20)

we have

"*Ä life - #a) (4.21)

from where the relation (4.15) follows.
In this way, the expansion of A(6) in powers of ô can be written as

A(6) cM'(0) + 0(62) (4.22)

and the function A'(0) is found to be

A'(0) e-'^Xpip^x))-^ + D) (4.23)
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where xC0) — 2yK0(pb) and S and D are spinor factors containing simple and double
spin-flip as

S ~m "(P^fa [#• <t2]}u(Pi)û(p2)u(p2) (4.24)

D iù(px){y», (>/(,p2]}u(px)g'u(0) (4.25)

with e2jl 8u2, gß(6) ü(p'i)yuu(pi) and the function wff(x) defined by

u„(x) 8„\ D(x - rpf) dr. (4.26)
Jo

It is clear, from (4.24-4.25), that S includes only simple spin-flip contributions, while
the double spin-flip effects are included in D. The presence of double spin-flip
amplitudes may seem curious to the reader if we remember that the function A(6) has
been developed only up to the first order in 6, equation (4.22). The explanation is that
we have not developed the whole amplitude in 6. It remains the factor eiqx

ei3"(l + 0(62)) which is not expanded. This means that we keep em, and the integration
over 9 ang(<7, b) will give the corresponding Bessel function Jx, so that 6JX(8) ~ 62

for 6 very small. Actually, there will be another double spin-flip term coming from
0(62) in (4.22). We shall consider the contribution given by (4.25).

The functions S and D, given by (4.24-4.25) can be estimated and their contribution

to the amplitude Ta) arranged in the following way

TPA.r, r^-A-o- + T%.K8a.a + T^-iy-^.A-n (4.27)

where the spin-non-flip term TN ~ 6 is largely dominated by Tm. The others are
given by

Ts -M—e[ dx[ dbbJ0(Vzrtb)exp[-2iXyK0(pb)]s (4.28)
4yn J0 J0

TD -if- O2 [ dx[ dbb Jl^Alb>> exp[-2iXyK0(pb)]d (4.29)
8y J0 J0 VA

where s and d axe functions defined by the integrals

s dXodxnD^-^x) u3(x) + (l + —U u0(x) (4.30)

d= f dx0dx3D(x)-^log<l>(x). (4.31)

In equation (4.29) we have made use of the relation t 02s/4, valid at t fixed
s->co.

The integral defining tf>(x), (4.19), can be analytically evaluated using the Fourier
transform of D(x)

9(x) (4nim)-1t^j2(x3 + |x0)2 + b2J'2

x exp{-/x^|j2^3 + | *o)2 + 62]1'2}. (4.32)
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On the contrary, the functions uAx) appearing in (4.30) are much more difficult to
estimate because the non-compensation of principal values coming from the t-
integration, from O to infinity. These functions could be computed, either using the
explicit form [5]

C drD(x -rp) -J-2 f" dèe-^x{2e(x2)K0((x2(p2 + em2)]1'2)
Jo °n Jo

- ni8(-x2)Hl([-x2(p? + em2))1'2) (4.33)

or the Fourier transform of D(x) and Cauchy's theorem. In any way the (xQ, x3)
integrals in (4.30) cannot be analytically computed. One should need, either the use of
numerical methods or the restriction to some subdomain of integration, as the light-
cone [5]. These problems are postponed to another work and we shall compute now
the p -^ 0 limit of (4.29).

The integral defining d (4.31), can be straightforwardly computed

d J-pf(pb) (4.34)
Zn

with

f(pb) deoK0[pb(l + a>2)1'2]e-*i"° (4.35)
Jo

and the amplitude (4.29)

T° £y 77=}K_1fdXf dbbf(b)Jx(^- b\ exp(-2iXYK0(b)] (4.36)

The limit p -> 0 of (4.36) can be evaluated, see Appendix, as

r°-£ASXvY"'^A«M «•">

and

\R(p)\ ^ p^logp)-1 (0 < 8 < i). (4.38)
w-»o

Thus, in the same way that the formula (4.9) showed, for the zeroth order amplitude,
poles in the y-plane located at y in (n 1, 2,...), in the region 2w2 < s < 4m2,
g2 < 0, reproducing the energy levels of bound-states in electrodynamics [9], the first
order spin corrections show poles at y i(n/X), 0 < À < 1, or cuts with branching
points at yc in.

The asymptotic methods for Fourier integrals [17] can be used to write (4.37) as

One can compare this expression with the corresponding term coming from the zeroth
order (4.9-4.11). The factor ô2/ — t is always present while (4.39) is damped with
respect to (4.9) by a power of s.

In any way we have shown that in the contribution to the amplitude due to the
fermion spin there exist a term which does not decrease faster than (log p)'1.
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The non-considered double spin-flip term, coming from the order 62 in A(6), is

given by an integral like (4.30). Its p -> 0 limit is not analytically computable and for
this reason we shall not write here its integral expression.

4.3. The forward amplitude

In the forward direction we have shown (4.13-4.19) that Ta) 0. One can
generalize this analysis and show that

r<2n + D(0 o) 0 (n 0,1,2,...) (4.40)

while even terms T(2n) give a non-vanishing contribution to the spin-non-flip amplitude,
while their contribution to the spin-flip amplitudes is zero, as needed from angular
momentum conservation.

After straightforward computations one finds

TWA ~ -&2^T f dX f dxei"xD(x)e^°vn(x)8,.h8a.a (4.41)
9-0 mr J0 J

where

„(*) "VW \%f*»\ (4.42)
4(PiPf)292(x)

Using the formal serie 2 ßn (1 — ci)'1 one can formally add the serie of amplitudes
in the forward direction as

s — 2m2 f1 f 1

Tx-rr-M £oig2 2m2 J dXldx exp(iqx) exp[- 2iXyK0(pb)]D(x) j _
8i,,/,8a,„

(4.43)

and from the explicit expression of 9 (4.32), one can explicitly write v(x) as

(4.44)V(X) --

\ s P Y m2

[l6mi \X°
'

E X") (s - 2m2y

and

L (m)2{X> + E-X°)2 + b2\2 + 2r

+ »2[{m)2{X° + PËX°)2 + b\
-1

(I)2(*3 + Ix°)
2

+ b2

(4.45)

A deeper knowledge of (4.43) would be necessary in order to evaluate spin effects. For
instance, in the complex energy plane new singularities corresponding to fine structure
splitting could appear. The spin-spin effects, due to terms depending on oF on the two
fermion lines would be, in any case, much more difficult to evaluate, because the
complexity of the general expression [14].

5. Conclusion

We have studied in this paper the contributions, to the elastic fermion-fermion
amplitude, coming from powers of oF, the coupling of fermion spin to the
electromagnetic field. Two main applications of the result could be studied in the future.
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The first application is concerned with the fine structure energy levels of hydrogen,
or positronium, which the eikonal formula is unable to explain. In the same way that
the energy levels are not given by any particular term of the spin-independent serie,
but by the sum or relativistic eikonal formula, we believe that probably the fine
structure splitting is not given by a particular spin correction, but by a serie of spin
corrections, such as the one given by equation (4.43). In order to carry out this program
the knowledge of Fourier transform of complicated generalized functions is needed.

The second application would be to describe hadronic reactions. One can consider
the photons as massive vector mesons (eo, p,...) and the fermions as nucléons. One
can try, in this way, to fit NN^~ NN. This task has been performed by Yao [18] and
the result of the fitting disagrees slightly with experimental data. The gap could be
fulfilled by the spin terms. Another possibility would be to consider the photons as
'massless hadrons' or 'gluons' and the fermions as nucléons or quarks. It is believed,
though, that gauge groups, hidden in strong interactions, are not so simple as U(l)
but some non-abelian group, as SU(n) x SU(n), giving rise to Yang-Mills vector
gluons. This is the object of present investigations.
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Appendix

We shall compute in this Appendix lim /, J being defined by the integral
(1-.0

J -ï dx[ dbJx(—-b) exp[-2iXyK0(b)] f" dcoK0[(eo2 + b2)ll2]e-°>. (A.l)
CJ) Jo \ P- I Jo

The co-integral converges uniformly for 0 ^ b < oo because K0(x), x real, is a positive,
decreasing function, and

e-aK0[(co2 + b2)1'2} < K0(eo)e-a

\ dwe-aK0(cA) 1.
Jo

One can, under these circumstances, exchange the order of eo and è-integrations and
write

dcoe-aj(eo, A, p) (A.2)J =\ dx[
Jo Jo

/(co, A, p) - f dbJx(^—± b) exp[-2iXyK0(b)]K0[(eo2 + b2)1'2}. (A.3)
P-Jo \ P-

Let us introduce a cut-off parameter e(p) with the following properties

*(m)->0~

e(a) rP- -*¦ ° (A-4)
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and one defines jx and j2, and correspondingly Jx and J2, as

h - f°"
dbJi (^—i b) exp[- 2iXyK0(b)]K0[(w2 + b2)112] (A.5)

PJo \ P- '

j2 -C dbjJï—î b) exp[-2iXyKo(b)]K0((<o2 + b2)112]. (A.6)
P-Jciii, \ P /

Thus, in the interval e ^ b < co one can use, in the limit p —> 0, the asymptotic value
of the Bessel function Jx(z)

/ 2\112
Ji(z) ^ I —I cosz (A.7)

|z|-»oo \nZj
and integrating (A.6) by parts, one gets

J'2 Zo (Tipj-^^2 + e2)1/2] sin(^T e) exp[-2%tf0(€)]j

+ J" db sin(^ è) expl-iXyK0(b)]{(b2 +^2)1;2 Kx[(b2 + eo2)1'2}

- 2iXyK0(b)K0[(b2 + co2)1'2]

(A.8)
The absolute value of f2 is bounded by

\M < Ay(-0-3/V1/2log2€ (A.9)

and so

|/2UM-0-3V2iog2e (A.10)

where use has been made of

J" dbKx(b) K0(e), J°° dbK0(b)Kx(b) iK2(e). (A. 11)

If we impose the particular form e(p) p1'0 with 0 < 8 < 1, in order to satisfy the
conditions (A.4), equation (A. 10), becomes

141 <
y(1 ~ 8)2

i-ty^p1'2 log2 p. (A.12)

In order to compute jx in the limit p -> 0 (e -> 0) let us use the serie representation of
Ko(b)

J«*) -log2 2o4^^241^«* + D (A.13)

in order to write

exp[-2*Ayjfi:0(/3)]*0[(co2 + b2)1'2} b2^Ko(o7){l + J Anm(co)bn log"» è)
V. n 2,m lin» 2m)

(A.14)
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and these terms behave in absolute value, under the integral (A.5), as ixn-^n+1»0 logm p.
The condition n — (n + 1)8 > i for n ^ 2 imposes a new restriction to the value of 8

0 < 8 < i (A.15)

to be able to write

h ry* - Kdm) f dbb2^Jx {AAL b). (A. 16)
u^op J0 \ p J

The integral (A.16) can be calculated with the aid of [19]

x"Jv(ax) dx a'"-1 (p + v — l)aJv(a)Sp_1>v_i(ci) - aJy-x(a)SPry(a)
•'o L

r(i + iP + iv)+ 2"
(i - ip + ¥)

(a > 0, Re(p + v) > -1)

(A.17)

where Suv(z) is a Lommel function, with asymptotic behaviour [20]

Suv(z) rs^ z»-f (A.18)

Let us write ji as

/x Ao(«)|/+S] (A.19)

* - (^)""'G){aWi(vr7;)5-»'-"(^37?)

_/0(V^)w(v^7j)}- (A.21)

Taking the limit /a -> 0 one has

The term (A.20) gives rise, after co-integration, to the first term in (4.37) and (A.22),
after co and A-integration, behaves in absolute value as

1*^)1 * (ii^-O-^T^M^OogM)-1. (A.23)
»-»o \n/ y l — o

Because p"'2 > p1'2, the highest bound is given by (A.23), which is the result (4.38).
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